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As we sit, poised on the brink of what we hope will be a
summer packed with memorable moments for all the right
reasons, we send our wishes to each and every one of our
readers for safe passage through the coming months, and
nothing but the best of times. We have put together our
June issue with a sense of optimism, bringing you articles
and content that we hope will serve as inspiration and
entertainment for the month ahead.
The excitement of the most popular Ramadan 2021 series
lingers with us, so getting together with Amina Khalil and
Aly Kassem, stars of Khalli Balak Min Zizi for an intimate chat
was the cherry on top of the cake. This is a ‘must read’!
Summer is made for water sports, so we look at young
Egyptians who are topping the championships, both locally
and abroad. And for those of us who really need to keep up
with our personal fitness goals, check out our selection of
top Egyptian online trainers who can deliver the results we
need. On the subject of our wellbeing, Dr. Mostafa Hassan
brings us up to speed on the new medical breakthroughs
in personalized medicine through the use of genomics, that
hold promise for sufferers of many diseases and ailments. If
you are more of a couch potato, get your adrenalin fix by
following the UEFA Cup. We have the schedules and our pick
of players to watch tucked away inside.
Would you let a robot counsel you on your mental health?
Read the article on AI and bots, where experts weigh in, then
draw your own conclusions. Of course, our June issue also
has all of your favorite sections, and the latest news on what
to do and where to go. Have a fabulous month!
For daily content and updates, follow us online and turn on
notifications for
@cairopulse and @cairowestpublications

Talk to us

Send an email:
editor@cairowestmag.com
marketing@cairowestmag.com
Follow us:

cairowestpublications

cairowest

Are you following Cairo Pulse yet? We tell
you where to go, what to do, and what’s new
all around town - daily!
CairoPulse
cairopulse

INTERVIEW

How

Amina Khalil’s

Hit Series Khalli Balak Min Zizi
Sheds Light on Mental Illness
We met the impressive Amina Khalil after wrapping
up filming for this year’s hit series Khalli Balak Min Zizi
that openly tackled ADHD and mental illness in both
adults and children.
The social drama stole people’s hearts, and Amina
Khalil’s performance left everyone stunned. We just
had to know more about how she prepared for such
an important role and her views on the matter.

“This
is by far
one of the most
challenging roles
that I have
played.”

CW: By mid-series, fans started speculating that the
show is actually about ADHD and mental illness. So do
you think that now the audience is getting the right
message, the one you intended?
AK: Absolutely yes. There has been insanely amazing
feedback and awareness on mental illness and the
importance to treat it as no less than any physical illness
that people might have. It is a very important subject,
and I was blessed to be working with an amazing team of
writers and a fantastic director who were able to treat this
topic very cleverly through an entertaining show that also
highlights an important aspect of our world.

How did you prepare and research for such an intricate
role?
This is by far one of the most challenging roles that I have
played. There were a series of things that I did to prepare.
The first thing was to read the script because a lot of the
answers to the questions I had were already in there. When
you understand the story and Zizi’s reactions towards
different things, they already give you this graph of how
she functions, her triggers, and where she comes from, and
this was a very big gift that the writers were able to create.
Having such wonderful writers, Mariam Naoum, Mona
El Shimi, and Magdi Amin, was a big help. Mona is also a
psychiatrist, so the script was based on research and factual
evidence, not guesses.
The second step was to understand. There was a lot
of reading involved to understand ADHD, childhood
trauma, and dysfunctional parental relationships. I had to
understand what mental illness does to a person if it is not
acknowledged until old age, how to grow up your whole
life not understanding and just being labeled as “crazy”
and how tormenting that might be. I had to understand,
chemically, what happens to the brain of people who live
with ADHD and the different turbulences that they go
through. I also had to understand more about what it’s like
to live with ADHD and around people who have it. It took
a lot of Googling to be able to truly wrap my head around
what a person with ADHD looks like.
Thirdly, there was a lot of observation. I have a lot of
people in my life with ADHD. I know people in my family,
friends, people that I have seen occasionally, and people
who are close to me who have it. As an actor, you become
very observant of the people around you in general, for
whatever role you are playing. There are certain evident
mannerisms, physicality, and ticks that people with ADHD
have, so I observed them and was inspired by the lives
of people around me. I took some of those things, and
I put the puzzle together of how I wanted to create the
character of Zizi. And that is when the last step came in,
where there was a lot of work between me and the director,
Karim El Shenawy, where we were able to lay down all of
the information we had and create Zizi. Which mannerisms
is she going to have, physicality-wise, how does she
move, how does she walk? How does she sit? And how
are we going to hold on to that throughout the series?
Because there had to be a sense of continuity. Continuity
is important because she can’t start the series walking a
certain way then be different halfway through. However,
some things are liable to change after she starts her healing
process and going to therapy. It was such an interesting
journey to go through and to create this character. Then it
was interesting to un-become a lot of things that she had
become over the past thirty-some years of her life.

Mentioning dysfunctional parental relations, do you
think if Zizi had gotten the required attention and care
from her parents when she was younger, she would
have grown up to be different?
Absolutely. The earlier you notice, and the parents accept,
research, understand and take action towards the mental
illness, in Zizi’s case being ADHD, then definitely this
person’s journey changes. We have the characters of Tito
and Zizi in the show. Zizi was unaware of her ADHD until
old age, and the reason she started to get help was that her
life was falling apart. Zizi couldn’t keep a job she had never
really worked before, had a series of failed relationships,
was getting a divorce, and did not have a good relationship
with her family. She was suffering in her life, which led her
to seek help, as opposed to Tito, who is still very fresh and
young, which allowed her mom to learn how to deal with
and handle her. You can see Nariman (Zizi’s mom), who
has lived her whole life unable to deal with Zizi, and on
the other hand, Hoda, who can comfort and help Tito at a
young age. Because Hoda had noticed and accepted that
Tito has ADHD, so she started behaving accordingly. ADHD
patients are not crazy, they are just different. They need
a different way to handle things, and you need specific
ways to get in their head. So, of course, it is much easier
when the person themselves knows they are touched by a
mental illness because, in turn, they can understand why
they do certain things and it’s not because they are crazy
or energetic, but it is because they function differently.
So, in turn, people around them will learn how to act. The
problem when people go undiagnosed is that they get into
a loop of misunderstandings and sadness.
The earlier you find out and acknowledge that you have a
mental illnes, your chances of living a better life increase.

INTERVIEW

Aly Kassem
in Khalli Balak Min Zizi
Dealing with ADHD is not an easy task and that’s what
we saw Aly Kassem struggle to do all Ramadan in his
role as Hesham in Khalli Balak Min Zizi. In this quick
interview, Kassem gives us insight into some of the
hardest scenes to film and his most recent project,
Kira & El Gin. Before he sets off into new projects and
becomes busy, here’s everything you need to know
about Aly Kassem.

CW: Were you familiar with the symptoms and effects of
ADHD before taking the role of Zizi’s husband?
AK: Yes, I knew what ADHD was. I had enough information
about it and I personally know people with ADHD, so I was
aware of it.
In the series, Hesham left Zizi, not knowing that she had
ADHD and how to deal with her case. If he had known
would he have stayed with her?
Yes it would have definitely made a difference.

How was it working alongside Amina Khalil?
It’s great. I knew from the beginning that we would work
together very well in Khalli Balak Min Zizi because of our
limited work in Qabeel with director Karim El Shenawy
(who is also directing Khalli Balak Min Zizi), so it was a very
familiar territory, we had perfect chemistry and we were
able to work together very smoothly.
What were the most challenging scenes to do in Khalli
Balak Min Zizi?
There were two challenging scenes, both with Zizi. The
scene of the door, it’s a different setting where I had to
act with Amina Khalil without actually seeing her because
there’s a closed door between us. We acted out the whole
scene once from each side without getting to see what the
other person did, we could only hear their voice. I haven’t
even seen that scene yet because I start watching the series
after Ramadan.
The other scene was the one in the street, it was
challenging and very well written. We were in the street, it
was late and it was very cold! There were a lot of directions
from Karim and a lot of things that needed to be tweaked.
There was another scene that I was afraid of doing and my
fear made the process harder, but I’m still learning.
Did you face any awkward moments on set?
I can’t remember any awkward moments. It’s rare that
something awkward would happen on Karim El Shenawy’s
set because his team and I are good friends, so I felt at
home to a very big extent in this location. Other than that,
I really love this project and the people in it. Knowing
the people and being comfortable with them is what
made me happy to be doing it from start to end. It’s very
important for me to be happy doing something, regardless
of what the result is. So my answer is no, there was no
awkwardness.
Which Ramadan series are you watching this year?
I always exclude what I’m working on so I’ll say Leabet
Newton.
Have you finished filming Kira & El Gin? When can the
audience expect it?
Not yet, we started filming Kira & El Gin in January 2020
and I think we could finish it by the end of this year. It is
definitely the longest project I’ve worked on since I started
acting, but I’m really happy with it.

What captures you most about acting?
A lot of things, at first it was very simply the effect that
movies had on me. How someone doing a character
can affect my decisions or inspire me to do something
differently in my life. This had happened to me on several
occasions, and I started thinking about if I could be the
person who affects people this way?
Today, what I’m constantly very grateful for in acting is how
I have to always be connected to myself. I don’t believe
you can act if you’re disconnected with yourself. Anything
bad inside you, the demons, the negative thoughts, the
negative patterns etc., are all very useful and insightful
to use in acting. Being connected gives you very clear
use of everything you don’t like about yourself, you have
a channel to release anything painful or uncomfortable.
That’s a big luxury.
Who inspires you when you see them on screen?
Seeing how his career is going, Tyson (Mohamed
Mamdouh) is definitely one of my main role models talentwise, also Maged El Kedwany, Mona Zaki and Menna
Shalabi.
If you could go back in time and change one thing, what
would it be?
I would have learned to play music at a young age, instead
of struggling and not being able to do it now. There are
other things I’d change but they’re personal so I don’t want
to get into them.
Who is the person you can depend on the most in your
life?
My wife and my mom because they are the two most
important people in my life, but I can also depend on a lot
of my friends as well.

FA S H I O N

Color Your Summer
Summer vibes are always a reason to style that
favourite pop of color, but this year, we’re styling two
pop of colors - not one. It works for your dinner date,
girls’ brunch, or a morning picnic.

Embroidered Guipure
Coat - ZARA

Buttoned Bermuda
Shorts - ZARA

Okley Real Suede
Court Shoe - GUESS

Carmen Midi Crochet Skirt - BCBGMAXAZRIA

Broderie Anglaise
Bralette - H&M
Flat Ruched Sandals STRADIVARIUS
Scard Detail
Scrunchie - H&M

Large Flower Print Scarf - STRADIVARIUS

V-Neck Asymmetrical High - Low Dress - BCBGMAXAZRIA

Jute Wedges with
Ties - STRADIVARIUS

Flat Vinyl Sandals with
Chains - BERSHKA

Linen Look Dress CAMICIE
Uptown Chic Maxi Handbag with
Shoulder Strap - GUESS

FA S H I O N

Vinyl High-Heel Strappy
Sandals - STRADIVARIUS
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Jacquard Trousers - ZARA

Marciano Jumpsuit - GUESS

All Around You Bracelet
- GUESS

Long Knit Dress ZARA

Didi Dress Sandal BCBGMAXAZRIA
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FA S H I O N

Summer Heels & Flats
Shoe fashion is taking a whole new level this year
with unique and outstanding designs. Upgrade your
shoe rack with our favorite spring/summer picks this
season, and let’s show off our toes!
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Flat Sandals with Pearl-BeadTrimmed Straps - BERSHKA
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Leather Mule - PIXI

Connie Fabric
Flat Sandal BCBGMAXAZRIA

FA S H I O N

Mini Picnic Date
Take your dapper little one and little fashionista
out for a picnic date in these cute but sassy outfits.
Nothing beats a well-dressed duo in a roomy and
bloomy park.

Jumpsuit with All Over Print
Contrast - CONCRETE

TIA Laminated Belt GUESS

Claire Logo Running
Shoes - GUESS

Blouse with Shoulder
Ruffles - CONCRETE

Twill Romper - GUESS

Mermaid
Textured
Backpack CONCRETE

Logo Print Jersey
T-Shirt - GUESS

All Over Print
Shorts - GUESS
Tensaur Shoes ADIDAS

Two-piece Set - H&M

Printed Beach Bag CONCRETE
Shimmering
Trainers - H&M

T-shirt in Cotton
with GoldPrinted Logo
Artwork - BOSS

Colorful Printed Backpack CONCRETE

Striped T-Shirt - GUESS

Cargo Trousers CONCRETE

Regular Fit Shorts GUESS

Sock Trainers with Logo
Strap - BOSS

FA S H I O N

Navy & Nude
Bold, striking, commanding, that is the color navy,
and it’s back in full effect this summer, along with
all its varying hues. Pair it with something nude for
effortlessly chic contrast.

100 Linen Overshirt With Pockets
- MASSIMO DUTTI

Polo Shirt Slim
Fit - H&M

Cotton Shorts H&M

Vezzola 4G Logo
Weekender Bag GUESS
Slip-On Espadrilles In
Suede with Monogram
Outsole - BOSS

Aviator Sunglasses
Model - GUESS
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Hooded Top H&M

Basic Denim
Bermuda Shorts ZARA

Verona 4G Logo
Sneakers - GUESS

Diamond
Analogue
Watch GUESS

Regular Fit Plain
100 Linen Shirt
- MASSIMO
DUTTI

Cotton Shorts H&M
Slip-On Trainers H&M
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Braided Leather
Bracelet - GUESS
Regular-Fit Jeans in Italian ComfortStretch Denim - BOSS
GC Steel Chronograph
Watch - GUESS

BEAUTY

Serums
Our Skin Saviors
The debate rages on. Some of us swear by serums,
while others couldn’t survive without a rich hydrating cream. So, let’s take a look at what those serums
can offer:
Rejuvenating Serum - MILA MOURSI
Mila Moursi’s Rejuvenating Serum is a
powerful cruelty-free elixir that visibly
tightens, hydrates, and plumps the skin
to restore radiance. It deeply hydrates
without clogging pores, smooths the look
of fine lines and wrinkles, and encourages
collagen synthesis for bright, firm, supple
skin.

Anti-Pigment Dual Serum - EUCERIN
Eucerin Anti-Pigment Dual Serum is a
dual-action serum that both reduces
dark spots and prevents their reappearance. It contains thiamidol, an active
ingredient that acts at the root cause of
hyperpigmentation by reducing melanin
production. This dual serum also contains
concentrated hyaluronic acid, an effective
moisturizing ingredient that helps the skin
attract and retain moisture.

NATAVIS Brightening Facial Serum
– SOURCE BEAUTY
This concentrated formula containing a
host of ingredients, including aloe vera,
glycerin, various plant leaf extracts and
argan oil will help hydrate and boost the
appearance of your skin, creating a more
youthful complexion.

24k Gold Collagen Skin
Rejuvenating Facial Serum 30ml –
EVA
Golden vitamin E spheres provide
skin with anti-oxidant protection from
environmental stressors and provide skin
with naturally active ingredients, increasing
firmness, visibly reducing wrinkles depth
and providing instant hydration.

The pros:
• Serums are light, fast-absorbing liquids, made of very small
molecules, so the skin absorbs them quickly and deeply.
• They can be used as an alternative or in addition to creams
or lotions.
• With a serum most of the fluid is eliminated so what you’re
left with is a high concentration of active ingredients.
• Serums contain a potent dose of anti-aging ingredients,
such as antioxidants, peptides, and skin brighteners like
kojic acid.
• Serums have a non-greasy finish and they don’t leave
behind a sticky residue, making them great for anyone with
oily skin.
• Serums are good for smoothing fine lines and reducing
age spots.

The cons:
• Serums can be the costliest product in many skin care
lines, (but a little goes a long way).
• The liquid or gel-like texture of a serum may not be
suitable for chronic skin conditions like eczema or rosacea,
which weaken the skin barrier. Serums may penetrate too
quickly, causing irritation.
• If you have mature or dry skin, you can’t get away with
using just a serum. You may need to use it in conjunction
with the hydration that a rich day or night cream provides.

BEAUTY

Know Your Face Serum
Ingredients

Hyaluronic Acid
Hyaluronic Acid specializes in replenishing moisture to
dry, parched skin. By rehydrating the skin, it smooths and
plumps the surface, while dramatically reducing fine lines
and wrinkles.
Vitamin C
A powerful antioxidant that aids in cellular repair, wound
healing, fighting inflammation, and promotes collagen
production. Vitamin C brightens skin tone and reduces the
appearance of discoloration from sun damage, acne scars,
and age spots.
Retinol (Vitamin A)
Retinol stimulates the production of collagen, which leads
to firmer, plumper skin. Retinol has exfoliating properties
that encourage cell turnover and helps shed dead skin
cells. Retinol is also able to tighten pores and reduce
hyperpigmentation by evening out skin tone, leaving you
with a fresh, vibrant glow and visibly softer, firmer skin.
Alpha Hydroxy Acids (AHAs)
AHAs are natural acids that are derived from fruits like
lemons, grapefruits, and oranges. These acids are chemical
exfoliators that keep your complexion clear and vibrant
by removing the buildup of dead and damaged skin cells.
By exfoliating the skin, they clear dead skin and debris to
make your facial products work better and absorb more
efficiently.
Vitamin E
This vitamin is another potent antioxidant that works
well in conjunction with vitamin C. This essential nutrient
minimizes free radicals and reverses the signs of aging. It
also moisturizes the skin, leaving you with a soft, luscious
complexion.
DMAE (Dimethylaminoethanol)
This nutritional substance has been clinically shown to lift,
firm, and tighten the skin.
Peptides
Peptides consist of amino acid chains that are the building
blocks of protein (namely collagen). Peptides encourage
cellular repair of skin and increase collagen production.
Glycerin
Glycerin has been clinically shown to significantly improve
the hydration of skin. It also benefits by restoring and
enhancing the body’s natural protective barrier function.
Green Tea
Green Tea protects against the damage of free radicals
that’s due to poor diet, pollution, UV rays, and smoking.
Stem Cells
Stem cells are able to repair every type of cell in the body.
They stimulate cellular renewal, proper cellular function,
and increase the overall production of collagen.
Growth Factors
Growth factors aid in the division of healthy cells, growth of
new skin cells, and production of collagen and elastin.
Resveratrol
Resveratrol is a particularly potent antioxidant that’s found
in the skin of grapes. This natural compound protects the
skin and neutralizes damage from free radicals.
Methylsulfonylmethane (MSM)
MSM enhances cellular respiration, which allows cells to
utilize oxygen and function properly. It also brightens
complexion, treats acne and breakouts, and enhances the
absorption of nutrients into the skin.
Alpha Lipoic Acid (ALA)
ALA is considered the “universal antioxidant” because
it’s water-soluble and fat-soluble. This allows ALA to be
incredibly absorbent and efficiently penetrate the skin’s
lipid layers. The anti-inflammatory properties in ALA reduce
any redness, puffiness, or swelling and visibly shrinks the
size of pores.
Botanical Extracts and Oils
Botanical oils and extracts are packed with amino acids,
antioxidants, fatty acids, phytonutrients, and essential
vitamins.

Rosehip Seed Oil

Horsetail

Jojoba Oil

Gotu Kola

Avocado Oil

Rosemary Extract

Geranium Oil

Coffee Berry

Evening Primrose Oil

Pomegranate

Licorice Extract

Sea Algae

Lavender Oil

Borage Seed Oil

Aloe Vera

Olive Leaf Extract

Thyme

Rice Bran Oil (Ferulic Acid)

Chamomile

Frankincense Oil

Home & Garden

Become Your
Own Home Stylist

Plan, Select, Design
So, it’s time to refresh your tired décor. And sadly, Cairo’s
immensely talented interior decorators are just a tad above
your budget. Which doesn’t mean, of course, that you can’t
browse their Instagram pages and drool away to your heart’s
content.
But then, style confusion may set in. You simply adore that
gorgeous retro china cabinet you saw at the local gallery…
and the new trend for industrial lighting has you in a tizz. But,
how would they work with the minimalist sofa you recently
splurged on, and the treasured Louis Quinze chairs inherited
from your teta?
Before you stumble into uncharted territory, we strongly
recommend you check out our pick of sites to get not only
some serious style hacks and hunt down furniture and décor
gems, but also a handle on how to lay out and arrange your
spaces in a workable way.

Elancé Home

www.elancehome.com

We love this site for its eclectic mix of pieces that could fit
seamlessly into a wide range of décor styles. Definitely on
trend, with cutting edge design and quality materials, its
pieces are very covetable. Exuding a self-proclaimed boho
edge, it lays out its wide range of furniture and home
accessories in an easily navigable website, making it easy to
get a feel for how items would work in your space.

IKEA

www.ikea.com/eg/en
www.ikea.com/eg/en/planners

Yep, you heard us right. Odds on, all of us have got at least
one item from this global champion of functional and
affordable design. Founded in Sweden in 1943, it has a solid
background in creating simple, stylish and practical items
for all parts of the home. A bonus comes in the form of their
planning tools, helping with managing space and thinking
out how a room can best suit your needs. The website is
colorful, visually appealing and packed with ideas on how
to bring pizzazz to any room in your home.

Kemitt

www.kemitt.com/en-eg

Why limit yourself to one brand and design mood when
there is so much more to explore? Kemitt represents a host
of furniture, lighting, home accessory and kitchen designers
and manufacturers that you may not otherwise come
across. Prices are very competitive, and as a plus, designs
are often customizable. What more could you ask for?

Marian Mitri
Interiors
For a treasure trove
of ideas and design
tips Marian Mitri is
a go-to Instagram
page. Her wealth of
experience shines
through, and is
coupled with a
freshness and élan
that could serve as
inspiration in any
space.
marianmitri.interiors

Home Design Eye Candy
If you are short of ideas, these will have you fired up in no
time!
thespruceofficial

beau_traps

elledecor

frapln

voguelivingaustralia

nicolocastellinibaldissera

nataliemyers

decoratingisfun

SPORTS

Hitting
The Waves
Egypt seems to have been created for water sports. With
a great climate year round, miles of coastline and a wide
variety of wind and sea conditions, it simply begs to be
enjoyed by water sport aficionados from all over the world.
Small wonder then, that Egypt boasts a bunch of athletes
who are totally at home on the water and able to hold their
own against the strongest international competitors. Count
us as their biggest fans!

Aly Balbaa
Kitesurfing
Ozone Egypt team member.
IKO certified Instructor
a.balbaa
Noobsonboards

Kareem Ahdy
Wakeboarding Champion
Egyptian Cable Wakeboarding Champion
kareem_ahdy

Seif Darwish
Wakeboarding Champion
Brunotti Rider and Airush Kites

National Champion in Wakeboarding, Seif Darwish
has been wakeboarding for 15 years.
seifeldin_darwish

Coach, AIDA
Freediving
Instructor, Egypt
Current National
Record Holder

Khaled El Gamal

khelgamm

Freediving

Kholoud Mansy
Sailing
Going to Tokyo Olympics 2021.

Omar Modrek
Kitesurfing Freestyle
Sponsored by Redbull,
2019 Egyptian
Champion.
omarmodrek

Mohamed Zahran
Kiteboarding
IKO certified
Kiteboarding Instructor
North Rider
matbakh.elzohra
zahran_7

Moamen Marouf
Windsurfing
Participated in the Youth Olympics
in Argentina, and is going to Tokyo
Olympics 2021.

SPORTS

New Rules, and
Schedule
The UEFA Executive Committee approved special rules for
the UEFA EURO 2020 final tournament in order to guarantee
the smooth running and continuity of the competition in
light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The following key regulatory changes will be implemented:
Increase of the player list from 23 to 26 players
To mitigate the risks of teams facing a shortage of available
players for certain matches due to possible positive
COVID-19 tests results and subsequent quarantine measures
ordered by competent authorities, it has been decided to
exceptionally increase the player list for all participating
teams to 26 players.
However, 23 players shall remain the maximum number
permitted on the match sheet for each individual match
(in accordance with Law 3 of the IFAB Laws of the Game
permitting a maximum of 12 substitutes to be named for
A-national team matches), including three goalkeepers.
Player list replacements
Once the player list has been submitted on 1 June 2021,
the current regulations allow unlimited replacements on
the player list in case of serious injury or illness before the
first match, provided that the replacements are medically
certified.
For the sake of clarity, players who have tested positive for
COVID-19 or who have been declared as “close contacts” of
a positive COVID-19 tested person – and therefore put in
isolation - by way of the authority’s decision are considered
cases of serious illness and can therefore be replaced before
the first match with the approval of the UEFA administration.
The new regulations will now also allow goalkeepers to be
replaced before each match during the tournament in case
of physical incapacity even if one or two goalkeepers from
the player list are still available
To ensure the integrity of the competition, a player who has
been replaced on the player list cannot be readmitted to the
list.
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COMMUNITY

Make the Most of
Your Staycation
this Summer and
Develop your
Talents & Skills!
By Malak Abd El Ghaffar

Stuck at home this summer? Perhaps you’re staying
safe by quarantining? Make the most of your
staycation with these super interesting online courses
to enhance and develop your talents and hobbies!
Read on!

Put on your
learning hat!

Coursera
Choose from over 3,900 online courses across a really wide
range of subjects. Some of which are university-certified
and can even lead to degrees. Learn a new skill, sharpen
an old one, or dive into a subject you’ve always found
interesting but never had the time for.
Lost and seeking personal career guidance from a pro?
Coach.me
Coach.me is an online website and free app for coaching
and goal-tracking. It offers you the freedom to tailor the
coaching experience you need. With exclusive access to
over 8,000 personal coaches, across a range of subjects,
these coaches offer you personalized leadership that caters
to the specific workplace problems you’re facing and the
goals you want to reach.

That language
you’ve always
wanted to learn!
Duolingo
Duolingo is a free website
that uses a competitive
method in motivating users
to learn a new language.
Using points, levels, and
achievements, users’ journeys
of learning a new language
become fun, beneficial, and
highly addictive. Create a free
account, pick the language
you want to learn, and you’re
ready to go.

In need of leveling up your brain?
Spreeder
Spreeder is a website that helps you read faster and
understand better. Through special techniques, tips, and
tricks practiced by well-known speed-reading trainers and
record-holders, you’ll be going through Tolstoy in no time.
Spreeder also eases your reading process and makes it even
more enjoyable.
Lumosity
Lumosity is a free online game that targets all age groups
and skill levels to increase mental alertness. It is the #1
training app that is highly personalized for users and works
wonders in improving memory and increasing focus.
This is done by offering users scientifically valid tasks but
in the form of fun and addictive games, which are most
importantly accompanied with beneficial feedback that
helps you gather insights about your level of cognition.

In need of a
mental escape?
Calm
Calm is an online website
that comes with a mission of
“making the world healthier
and happier”. It is the #1 app
in improving your sleeping
habits, meditation, and
relaxation. This app provides
you with relaxing music that
helps in focusing and sleeping. It also provides users with
lessons on meditation, mindful movements, and gentle
stretching. This app also makes your working and studying
time more relaxing and productive by providing you
diverse nature scenes and sounds.

Ready to discover the chef within?
The Culinary Cook
https://theculinarycook.com/learning-to-cook-online
The Culinary Book is a free website that is continuously
updated with over 40+ packed and professional recipes
provided by experienced cooks and master chefs, offering
interesting tips, tricks, and mouthwatering recipes.
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MEDICAL TREATMENTS
TAILORED TO YOUR
GENETICS
Each of us has a unique DNA, creating predispositions,
inherited characteristics and susceptibilities. Why
then, should we expect a uniform approach to
therapies and treatments? That may have been the
case, until now. We are looking at a future where our
medical treatments will be tailored to work with our
personal makeup. Dr. Mostafa Hassan, Managing
Partner of Hassan Healthcare, brought us up to date
on this.
CW: Why is personalized medicine receiving so much
publicity these days?
MH: In 2003, the landmark Human Genome Project was
completed. It took 13 years at a cost of USD 3 billion for a
single strand of DNA to be decoded. The era of personalized
medicine had finally begun.
In 2013, genetic testing and personalized medicine
received a lot of publicity when the actress Angelina Jolie
announced that she had a specific genetic mutation in the
BRCA1/2 gene which gave her a 70% chance of developing
breast cancer. She decided to take the step of carrying out
a prophylactic double mastectomy; surgically removing her
breasts to prevent the cancer from occurring.
Over the past decade, our understanding of the link
between genetic factors and disease has grown at an
exponential rate. With new technologies, data, and
expertise, we are able to offer more tailored solutions to
people’s healthcare needs. Moving away from a “one size
fits all” approach to medicine, to a more personalized
effective way in dealing with disease.
With a better understanding of personalized medicine and
genetic risks, preventative medicine has become more
effective, where we are able to prevent disease from ever
occurring rather than treat a disease once it has taken hold.
This can be done with a better sense of awareness of your
risks to disease and a personalized modification to your
lifestyle, diet and other mitigating factors.
Do you think it will be the standard approach in the
future?
I have no doubt that personalized medicine will be
standard practice in the near future. Three questions
need to be answered before a new medical technology is
applied. Is it more efficacious? Is it safe, and is it more cost
effective? I believe that we are very close in approaching
safe, effective and economical methods of personalized
medicine. For example, as I mentioned previously, the cost
of sequencing a whole DNA in 2003 was USD 3 billion, but
as of today you can sequence a whole DNA for as little as
USD 500! And I believe that very soon we will be able to do
it for a fraction of that.
One technology that Hassan Healthcare is developing for
the Egyptian market in partnership with Clinprime is that
of remote patient monitoring. This is where a patient is able
to update his/her doctor from home about vital clinical
parameters such as blood pressure or sugar levels which
can be uploaded through the phone. The doctor is then
able to monitor these parameters over long periods of time
and form a more accurate picture of the patient’s health.
Research has shown that this form of monitoring can help
patients achieve much better health goals.
Personalized medicine will be a standard part of the
healthcare process in preventing, diagnosing and
managing disease. I believe that it will allow us to offer
more effective and equitable healthcare services to people
as well as save a lot of the unnecessary costs that go into
treatments.
What sets it apart from routine therapies and
treatments?
Personalized medicine is a more effective approach to
treatment. Consider a person with diabetes. There used
to be a standard “trial and error” approach to treating
this condition where a person first tries one drug and its
efficacy and tolerability is assessed. If it is not effective or
the patient is having bad side effects, then another drug is
tried and the same process is carried out. In personalized
medicine, we recognize that not everyone responds to
a treatment in the same way. We can offer tests from the
beginning of treatment to determine which medicines will
be most effective. This can be done through genetic testing
where some people have the genetic predispositions to be
high or low metabolizers of certain drugs. So knowledge
of a person’s tendencies can guide a doctor on which drug
to choose in the beginning, thus save time in reaching an
effective treatment plan.
What is involved in creating a personalized medical
profile?
Personalized medicine takes a more wholesome approach
to treatment. Many aspects need to be taken into account
such as age, sex, genetic factors, diet, lifestyle, and even
socio-economic status. It is an approach that aims to tailor
treatment to best serve the needs of a specific patient
rather than develop treatment protocols that, on average
work, but might not work for everybody.
What tests need to be carried out and what does each
one show?
Since each person or case is different, there is no standard
approach to investigation although many tests will be
commonly used in personalized medicine. These include
genetic testing, health/cancer screening, and remote
patient monitoring. Each test can give a more detailed idea
of a patient’s health profile.
How can a family physician apply the information
received when treating a patient?
Family physicians are doctors who know the patients best.
Ideally, they have been seeing them for a very long time
and have a good idea of their medical history as well as
other factors such as whether a patient is married and has
kids. That is why family physicians can be the front line of
personalized medicine, where all information gathered can
be kept with him/her, and the family physician can make
wholesome decisions regarding a patient’s health plans. For
example, if a family doctor sees that a person had a genetic
test which revealed the patient has a high likelihood of
developing prostate cancer, the family doctor should then
carry out the necessary screening tests such as prostate
exams and PSA tests at the appropriate time.
Another example would be a diabetic who is using remote
patient monitoring of his glucose levels and sees that the
patient has had months of bad glycemic control, then
he/she should be referred to a specialist to offer better
treatment.
Which are the most common diseases that benefit from
a person having made these tests?
Much media attention has been turned towards cancer,
which is an important healthcare concern, but there are
many other diseases that cause as much or even more
deaths such as heart disease, chronic lung diseases, stroke,
and cerebrovascular disease.
I would also add that personalized medicine has an
important role in chronic diseases, conditions such as
diabetes or emphysema where a patient may suffer for
many years and need numerous visits to the doctor or
clinic for help. A personalized approach may be effective
in easing the suffering by adjusting the healthcare plan to
that patient. A family can be counselled about a genetic
condition that runs in the family, and can seek help with
many aspects such as family planning.
A Final Word
One big concern in
genetic testing is data
privacy and the safe
storage of such personal
information. Who “owns”
the data? Is it the patient
or is it the genetic
testing company? Can
the genetic testing
company share this
information with third
parties? There is also
the question of who this
information should be
shared with. Many of
these ethical questions
are still being debated
and discussed in the
medical community,
and I’m sure with the
advancement in medical
sciences, many other
questions will emerge.
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Online Fitness
Trainers
By Ahmed Talal

Get that summer beach bod all-year ‘round with
easily accessible big-name fitness trainers, right in
the palm of your hands. Everything you need to tone,
build, eat healthy and live healthy is available from
the apps or social media accounts of these four wellknown and highly respected fitness trainers. So, get
your phones or tablets out, and get ready to swipe
your way to a better, fitter, healthier, happier you!

Monir Kansoh
Leaving no fitness stone unturned, Monir Kansoh has
created the perfect online program to help you achieve
your body goals. With the Monir Kansoh Fitness application,
each user can answer a questionnaire that defines specific
measurements and goals. From workout walkthroughs to
a detailed meal plan, this application is second to none.
It features a unique shopping plan that reflects your
customized meal plan; a nutritional guide designed to
help replenish your body with all the essential macro and
micro nutrients it needs. He also offers an e-book full of
calisthenics-based exercises with the appropriate rest times
with reps and sets, taking all of the guesswork out of it with
videos that help with the warm-up, specific exercises, as
well as healthy recipes for delicious goodies afterwards.
If all of that wasn’t enough, his Summer Shred Challenge
ought to do the trick by motivating people to become the
best versions of themselves through a 3 month shredding
challenge with enticing rewards at the end of their
transformations. The top three rankings in terms of best
transformations get a voucher that affords them a bunch of
products from Optimum Nutrition to help them continue
reaching new heights in their own fitness journeys.
monirkansoh

Karim Ebeid
Karim Ebeid is a coach with a wealth of experience, which
allows him to lead people to the body of their dreams.
Handling users of his application with the utmost care and
attention, he works with people individually to improve
their fitness goals. He customizes plans that cater to their
nutritional needs without sacrificing all the foods people
love to eat. He trains a wide array of people who have a
goal of getting on stage for bodybuilding shows or people
who are just looking to lead a healthy lifestyle. Ebeid also
checks in with people he trains to track their progress
on a regular basis. Whether the goal is to build the right
physique or build a healthier life, Ebeid is up for the task.
karim_h_ebied

Mahmoud Ezz
A trainer who has changed the lives of all those who have
trained with him would be an understatement. Displaying
several before and after photos on his Instagram account
inspiring people to join Team Ezz and join the movement,
Ezz uses a very measured approach that enables people to
see all the numbers involved with where they are physically
and where they are headed to in relation to the body that
awaits them. An InBody test is conducted to reveal the
internal composition of any trainee which allows Ezz to
then customize a program for them. He coordinates with
trainees through email and creates an invitational link to
download his application full of ready-to-complete training
sessions with video tutorials to act as a visual guide. Ezz
also personally messages his trainees with nutritional
plans which can help them attain and maintain the results
desired. Mahmoud works with his people hand-in-hand to
provide them with everything to make sure that their goal
is achieved.
Mahmoud_ezz_11

Mizo Sultan
Specializing in resistance training, Mizo Sultan molds
people into fitness fanatics that learn all the secrets to a
healthy life. Whether the goal is to cut, maintain, or build;
Sultan communicates with the people he trains in a way
that teaches them what to do and how to continue leading
healthy lives. Sultan’s main objective is to educate people
on things like flexible dieting and how to measure food
quantities. He does so through helping people devise a
user-friendly plan for their diets. Sultan delves into the
scientific side of weight loss and weight gain by teaching
people all the ins and outs of calories, as nutrition is
primary and working out becomes secondary. Teaching
people compound movements in the gym to enhance their
muscular endurance and to improve their stamina through
these demanding workouts is a truly lethal combination
that has proven to positively change the lives of many that
have trained under the wing of Mizo Sultan.
mizosultan
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Can AI Help Your
Mental Health?

Three Bots Complementing
Your Therapy

Let’s admit it. When the pressure of today’s life amps
up, all of us have moments when we really need to
have someone to reach out to for advice, reassurance,
or just a friendly ear. And with therapists coping with
overloaded schedules, why should we be surprised
that AI is making inroads into the world of mental
health?
According to Forbes, AI is getting increasingly sophisticated
at doing what humans do, but more efficiently, more
quickly and at a lower cost. The use of AI and the Internet
of Medical Things (IoMT) in consumer health applications
is already helping people. Now, for a quick spot of therapy,
chatbots are rapidly establishing themselves as a handy
resource when the going gets rough.
To get a sense of how chatbots measure up to in-person
therapy, Healthline.com did a test run of two leading
mental health chatbots and asked users to provide
feedback. Here’s what they found.
Woebot
Woebot is a “fully automated
conversational agent”
developed by Woebot Labs
in San Francisco. Woebot is
very user friendly and begins
with a short survey to see
what areas the user wanted
to work on. Additionally,
it reviews confidentiality,
reminds the user that it
is not a replacement for
human support. It also gives
instructions on what to
do if the user is having an
emergency.
Woebot has a sense of
humor, and also has skills — in no time, Woebot had
identified the user’s mood (with emoji support), identified
three thoughts underlying that mood, and helped the
user see that these thoughts were “distortions,” which
were replaced with more helpful thoughts. In other words,
Woebot does cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) — an
evidence-based approach to treatment.
Over time, Woebot charts emoji responses to help visualize
trends and then shares that chart with the user. This allows
the user to understand why he/she should be checking
in daily. Though Woebot isn’t meant to replace a real
therapist, it’s a great tool to use outside of therapy to keep
you on track with your internal work.
Wysa
Wysa is a playful artificial intelligence penguin that
operates on iPhone and Android platforms. After
introductions, Wysa informs the user of confidentiality and
that conversations are private and encrypted. The user then
tells Wysa what he/she struggles with, in this case stress
and is prompted to take a brief questionnaire.
Based on responses, Wysa built a “toolkit” with a variety of
exercises “for better focus if I’m overwhelmed, to manage
conflict, and to relax.” Some of these exercises were based
around the practice of mindful meditation. Like Woebot,
Wysa has skills in CBT and restructuring thoughts. The
platform was found to be very user-friendly, attractive,
and easy to use. Wysa also said that the user would be
contacted every evening for progress monitoring, which
did take place.

Wysa is meant to help users who have mild depression and
anxiety. The second user found it so friendly that, at times,
it felt as though there was a human on the other end, not a
robot. The bot had a great sense of humor and could really
lighten the mood. The user was also quite impressed with
how much Wysa understood what he was saying.
Even though Wysa is a very friendly bot and seems to be
quite personable, Wysa cannot replace a real therapist. It
could, however, work as a great tool to use in conjunction
with other forms of therapy.
Tess
The website Tess, another popular mental health chatbot
is, “Built by clinical psychologists, Tess is a Mental Health
Chatbot that coaches people through tough times to build
resilience, by having text message conversations – similar
to texting with a friend or coach.”
If you’re experiencing a panic attack in the middle of the
day or want to vent or need to talk things out before going
to sleep, you can connect with Tess through Facebook
Messenger, and you will receive an immediate reply.

Final Thoughts
Healthline.com found that chatbots are a viable and
seemingly effective method for getting mental health
services via a device. The most obvious benefit is
convenience, or what some people refer to as “reducing
barriers to therapy.”
Another clear benefit was the price. The sites admitted
that while it would, of course, be premature to say that
the platforms have “replaced” the need for one-on-one,
individualized services, they certainly represent a viable
pathway to care and are now an important part of the
mental health landscape.
However, there have been words of caution from industry
experts. “Robots should not be used in lieu of therapists,”
said assistant professor of philosophy Şerife Tekin, who
works in the intersection of philosophy, biomedicine and
artificial intelligence at UTSA (University of Texas San
Antonio). “My biggest concern is that there is not enough
research on how effective these technologies are.”
In a face-to-face interaction with a therapist, a patient may
have a high level of trust to openly discuss conditions.
In the digital realm a patient may self-censor due to the
fear of data breaches. Even if there is a written privacy
policy issued by the developer, Tekin argues that there are
currently no regulations to protect the privacy and security
of personal health information.
The Wall Street Journal also voiced concerns and concluded,
“Despite the promise, there are some big concerns. The
efficacy of some products is questionable, a problem
only made worse by the fact that private companies
don’t always share information about how their AI works.
Problems about accuracy raise concerns about amplifying
bad advice to people who may be vulnerable or incapable
of critical thinking, as well as fears of perpetuating racial
or cultural biases. Concerns also persist about private
information being shared in unexpected ways or with
unintended parties.”
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Reset Your Circadian Rhythms

Sleep Better, Live Better

Ramadan has come and gone, and so, unfortunately,
have our normal sleep patterns. The human body
works according to an internal timekeeping system
known as a circadian clock, which regulates the
body’s natural “circadian rhythm,” our daily cycles of
sleep and other bodily processes. It can take time to
get back on track when a change of habits occurs, but
a few tips can get us back to our vital 8 hours a night.
If you are feeling a bit below par and having trouble
catching enough rest, a quick rebalance could have
you back on track in the blink of an eye. The Sleep
Foundation offers this advice:
Wake up every day at the same time: Keeping a regular
sleep schedule will help reset your circadian rhythm. By
going to sleep and waking up at the same time every day,
your body will learn to adjust to the new rhythm. Even if
you are unable to fall asleep at your desired time, make sure
to set an alarm and wake up at the set time anyway. This
will keep you on track.
Bright light therapy: Exposure to bright artificial lights can
reorient circadian rhythms quite effectively. Timed exposure
works particularly well for shift workers, or those whose job
schedules include late night and/or early morning hours.
Different light therapy devices are available, including lightboxes, desk lamps, and sunrise simulators.
Melatonin supplements: In addition to the natural
hormone produced in the pineal gland, melatonin is also
available in supplement form. Melatonin supplements were
not developed to treat insomnia, rather to help reschedule
circadian rhythms when timed correctly. Always consult
with your doctor before taking any supplements.
Different meal times: Circadian rhythms regulate when
we feel hungry and how we digest food. Some studies have
found that advancing or delaying meals can alter how your
circadian rhythm regulates these processes, causing you
to feel alert and tired at different times than those you’ve
become accustomed to.
Exercise: Exercise and sleep share a somewhat symbiotic
relationship. Proper exercise can improve sleep quality
and duration, while a healthy sleep-wake cycle ensures
more strength and endurance when you work out.
However, exercise is also stimulating if you work out too
close to bedtime. If you find you don’t get enough sleep
at night and want to reorient your circadian rhythm, try
incorporating regular exercise into your routine. But as
with all things related to the circadian rhythm, timing
is important so do not exercise within 1-2 hours of your
bedtime.
Caffeine: As a short-term energy booster, caffeine can
be very effective. For best results, consume a moderate
amount of caffeine for the first few hours when you’re
awake, but stop consuming it at least 5-7 hours before bed.
If you continue having problems with your sleep schedule,
consult with your doctor about the safest and healthiest
measures that are right for your particular circadian goals.
www.sleepfoundation.org/circadian-rhythm
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GAIA

Taking Care of Body,
Mind & Soul

Gaia, in the heart of Sheikh Zayed, offers expert clinical
and counseling psychologists and psychiatrists
available for consultations. In line with Gaia’s holistic
approach, a yoga team also provides clients with an
opportunity to care for their body, mind and soul.

Co-founder and Senior Clinical Psychologist, as well as
marriage and family therapist, Yasmin Magdy says, “I had
always been inspired to come back to Egypt and establish
a place where all the psychological needs of a person were
available under the same roof, addressing clinical problems
such as anxiety, OCDCs, depression, personality disorders
and addictions. A hub for child and teenage therapy,
marriage and family therapy, and psychiatry.” Magdy’s
partner, yoga instructor Engy Elguindy, “shares the same
dream,” says Magdy, “We joined forces and created this
beautiful place called Gaia, where we were fortunate to be
joined by a very strong team of psychologists and a yoga
and mindfulness team.”

Services extend to psychotherapy and psychiatry for all
clinical disorders, couples, marriage and family therapy,
child therapy, addiction counseling, hypnosis, yoga and
mindfulness, in addition to workshops for parenting,
addiction and psycho-education and support groups.
Gaia’s team of psychologists is comprised of clinical and
counseling psychologists who have a minimum of a
master’s degree in their field of expertise, as well as a team
of the best yoga instructors, trailblazing a shift in the way
Egyptians see yoga and how it positively affects one’s
mental health and state.
Gaia Wellbeing, Beverly Hills, Sheikh Zayed
0100 463 6683
GAIA Wellbeing

BOOK REVIEW

Meet the Author by

Bilhana
Wholefood Recipes
from Egypt, Lebanon,
and Morocco
Bilhana (Egyptian for ‘bon appétit’) brings a
contemporary twist to traditional Middle Eastern
dishes with the use of healthy cooking methods and
the freshest ingredients the region has to offer.
This hot weather calls on something sweet and refreshing,
with a traditional flair. How about Orange Hibiscus Ice-pops
from Bilhana: Wholefood Recipes from Egypt, Lebanon, and
Morocco by Yasmine Elgharably and Shewekar Elgharably.
Photography is by Yehia El-Alaily, the book is available at
the AUC Bookstores and all other good bookstores in Egypt
this month.

Orange Hibiscus Ice-pops

Makes: 4 servings
• 2 tablespoons dried hibiscus flowers, or 4 hibiscus teabags
• 1 star anise
• 1 cm (½ in) piece of fresh ginger
• 2 tablespoons orange juice
• 2 teaspoons raw honey, or to taste
REFRESHING, FUN, AND EASY TO PREPARE! These icepops are a summertime favorite. Kids love their sweet
fruitiness, while adults are seduced by their tart berry and
spice notes, so you can tailor the amount of honey you use
to suit your audience.
Time: 10 minutes + time to freeze
Put 2 cups water and hibiscus into a medium pan, and add
the star anise and ginger. Bring to a boil, then lower the
heat and let simmer uncovered for 5 minutes.
Remove from the heat, let it cool for just a couple of
minutes, add the orange juice and honey, and stir. Once the
honey is dissolved in the liquid, remove the hibiscus flowers
or teabags, the ginger and star anise.
Let cool to room temperature, then pour into ice-pop
molds, filling them only three-quarters of the way up: the
liquid will expand as it freezes.
Put in the freezer for 2 hours minimum; once they’re out,
hand them around immediately!
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Wellness, Fishing & The Stars
It’s All in Our Summer
Reading List
Complete Massage: All the Techniques,
Disciplines, and Skills You Need to
Massage for Wellness
By Neal’s Yard Remedies
Want to really understand the health and
wellness benefits of massage? Interested in
practicing massage at home or considering
taking a course? Let this book be your guide on everything
from effleurage to epineuria.
Annotated anatomy and physiology illustrations show you
how different levels of pressure work the muscles, and the
profound effect a massage can have on the nervous system
and on cardio and lymphatic health.
Learn how to prepare physically and mentally, and get the
lowdown on oils and massage beds, diffusers and candles.
And if you’re receiving a massage, find out why drinking
water before and after is important and how focusing on
breathing enhances muscle relaxation.

Astrology
By Carole Taylor
In her trademark accessible, down-to-earth
style, acclaimed astrologer Carole Taylor
explains how to use the age-old wisdom
of astrology as a powerful tool for selfknowledge and self-enrichment. Using your
birth chart as a starting point, you’ll learn how to interpret
the zodiac signs, planets, and astrological houses to better
understand yourself.
Carole shows how astrology can provide psychological
insights, then pinpoints ways to use this knowledge to
nurture personal and professional relationships, deal with
stress, or release your imagination and creativity. You’ll
discover, too, how star lore can help you when you need it
most, with practical advice on negotiating key moments,
whether you’re changing jobs, starting a family, coping with
financial difficulty, or facing retirement.
The Complete Fishing Manual
By Henry Gilbey
Whether you’re a pro, fly-fishing in the
rivers or a novice figuring out the reel, this
manual has all the information you need
to plan your next fishing adventure. Vivid
illustrations and detailed photographs
draw you in, offer essential advice on anatomy, habitat and
behavior. Details of every fishing strategy and technique
can be found in this manual.
15-Minute Pilates
By Alycea Ungaro
Give this book 15 minutes of your day and
let Pilates improve your posture and give
you a stronger, more flexible body.
Do you wish you could practice Pilates
more often but can’t find the time? This
book is the answer: these four 15-minute programs offer
the flexibility and ease of use that busy lifestyles demand.
At home, with just a mat and some weights, build these
15-minute routines into your week to become stronger and
more toned.
The 21-Day Yoga Body
By Sadie Nardini
In The 21-Day Yoga Body, renowned
wellness warrior and lifestyle expert
Sadie Nardini gives you a program to
renovate your body, mind and spirit. This
fast-acting program, based on Sadie’s
potent inspirations, real-world recipes and unique Core
Strength Vinyasa yoga style will turbocharge your results:
speed up your metabolism, build lean muscle, and burn
fat, all while building nutritional savvy and emotional
strength. Designed to fit into your busy life, each day of
the three-week plan includes a series of daily lifestyle tips,
new-generation yoga poses (illustrated with step-by-step
photos), breathing and meditation exercises, and nutrition
tips and recipes.

Where To Go, What To Do, What’s New
and Upcoming Events in Cairo & El Gouna

art galleries

S A FA R K H A N

Gallery

Exhibition Name: Spectrum
Exhibition Date: Until 6th of July 2021
Address: 6, Brazil St., Zamalek.

M ashra b i a G a l l e r y
Exhibition Name: Garden of the Freaks
Exhibition Date: Until 16th June 2021

Exhibition Name: Our Backyard
Exhibition Date: 20th June - 15th July 2021

Address: 15, Mahmoud Bassiouny St.
Downtown

p i c ass o G a l l e r y

Exhibition Name: Nazly Madkour & Suzan Saad
Exhibition Date: Until 11th of June 2021
Address: 30 Hassan Assem St. of Brazil St. Zamalek

UBUNTU Art Gallery

Exhibition Name:
Look Them in the Eye
Exhibition Date: Until 12th of June 2021
Address: 20 Hassan Sabry St., entrance from Ibn Zinky St.,
Zamalek

CLEG Art gallery

Exhibition Name: 2 in 1
Exhibition Date: 3rd - 10th of June.
Exhibition Name:  بساطةEl Nafs
Exhibition Date: 12th - 22nd of June.
Exhibition Name: Mosaic
Exhibition Date: 24th of June - 11th of July.
Address: Villa CLEG, 118, Diplomatic District, Sheikh Zayed

Restaurant Review

Nî

Italian-Japanese
connection in Park St.

Even the most jaded palates should get excited at
the prospect of a new culinary adventure at Ni. Who
could have dreamed that two distinctive cuisines
could complement each other with such stunning
results?

Type of cuisine: Italian-Japanese fusion, along with a host
of international favorites.
Signature dishes: Truffle Pizza, Crispy Spicy Salmon,
Rock Shrimp, Apple Ginger fruit cocktail, Chili Passion fruit
cocktail
What you will find: Ni boasts an
impressive menu, so diners will find
themselves spoilt for choice. There
are options for every mood and
all tastes, ranging through
salads, sharing platters,
Focaccia sandwiches, pasta,
wok stir-fried noodles,
Robata grill, various side
dishes and a comprehensive
Japanese corner with
specialties from teriyaki
to sushi and sashimi. I
suspect we would mix it up
a bit and try something from
each section. How about Red
Quinoa Salad, with a mind boggling
combination of red quinoa, tomato,
apple and pomegranate with pesto sauce,
cucumber, black raisins, iceberg lettuce, baby rocca, pine
nuts and walnuts, drizzled with a lemony oil dressing?
Followed up with Zukury Salmon, thin slices of salmon,
coriander, togarashi, green chili, spring onions and sesame
seeds? Of course, we would leave space for a selection of
sushi and maki from the Japanese corner before heading
for our main dishes. A plate of Homemade Gnocchi Truffle
would go down a treat, as would Sweet & Sour Crispy
Prawns from the Robata grill.
Dessert would have to be a brownie served with vanilla
ice cream, whipped cream, fresh strawberry, caramel and
chocolate sauce. That is just too irresistible. Although, we
would definitely be back to try the crêpes. Diet on hold!
Top tip: Don’t miss out on trying Ni’s unique breakfast
menu. It includes authentic breakfasts from Oslo, Rome,
London, Beirut, Vienna, Paris, and even Eden, a truly global
experience!
Beverages: Smoothies, virgin juice cocktails, fresh juices,
hot beverages and other soft options.
10 am to 11:30 pm (currently 9 pm due to Covid-19
restrictions).
Park St, Sheikh Zayed
NI-110285601135576
ni.egypt

Restaurant Review

Pier88

Mediterranean Dining in El Gouna
Perfectly positioned in the heart of El Gouna,
Pier88 is a great choice when you want to catch up
with friends over some excellent food and drinks.
Buzzing with atmosphere, where better to see and
be seen?

Type of Cuisine: Mediterranean with a creative Italian flair.
Signature dishes: Linguine Giovanni
What you will find: We wouldn’t
hesitate to delve into the
interesting antipasti. They
sound fresh and light,
leaving space for pasta and
more to follow. The Sicilian
Caponata appeals, with
eggplant, olives and capers
capturing the essence of the
Mediterranean island. Or maybe
the Tuna Tartar, with orange,
red caviar and spring onion. On a
summer evening we might opt
for a salad, or the signature Blue
Risotto, which screams out to
be tried. We are tempted by the
combination of chicken, shrimp,
red pepper, cherry tomatoes and
baby citronette leaves on a bed
of couscous, and probably
wouldn’t pass up on the
Carpaccio Di Manzo, with
Parmesan, rocca, mustard
and a light vinaigrette.
We wouldn’t miss out
on pasta either, with
plenty to choose from.
Our top picks would be
Penne Vodka & Salmon
and Ravioli Seafood, with
return visits to work our way
through the rest! Fish and meat are well represented in the
main courses, with something for all tastes. We don’t doubt
they taste as good as they sound.
Hopefully we would have saved space for dessert, the
choices include some of our all-time favorites, like Crème
Brulee and Panna Cotta. Then there would be time to sip
just one more cocktail before strolling away into the night.
Beverages: Beer, wine, spirits, exciting cocktails, juices and
other soft options.
6 pm to 12 am.
Abu Tig Marina
0128 410 8820
Pier88Egypt
pier88egypt

Restaurant Review

Zia Amelia
The Heart of Italy Transported to
El Gouna
Italian cuisine stands out as one of the most loved
worldwide. And Zia Amelia upholds the tradition
in incomparable style with authentic, beautifully
prepared and presented dishes that never fail to
please. This is why we keep coming back, again and
again.

Type of Cuisine: Traditional Italian, elevated to new
heights.
Signature items: Don’t forget to try the
wide variety of homemade pasta
dishes. But in our opinion, every
item stands out, so just dive in!
What you will find: We warn
you, this is a seriously long
and comprehensive menu,
with intriguing options.
Settle in for a long read over
a cool drink, or alternatively
ask the knowledgeable
team for their suggestions.
Our pick for appetizers on
a summer day would most
probably be Affettato Misto Di
Maiale, a selection of imported Italian
cold pork cuts, or Insalata Di Polpo Con
Patate, and octopus and potato salad. A guiltfree salad of mozzarella, rocket, tomato, cashew nuts and
sun-dried tomatoes would keep us busy while we waited
for our Linguine Alla Bottarga, slim ribbons of al dente pasta
with shavings of bottarga (fish roe) and Fusilli Ai Quattro
Formaggi, with an indulgent mix of four types of cheese
in a creamy sauce. Or possibly a Tagliatelle Al Tartufo Nero,
fresh homemade pasta with shavings of rich, earthy black
truffle, our weakness. Worth noting, for anyone avoiding
gluten, just ask to have the gluten-free pasta.

At the risk of overdoing things we would still head for an
Italian classic, Scaloppine Al Marsala, tender scallops of beef
bathed in a Marsala wine sauce. If we were in the mood for
something a little lighter, it might be Filetto Di Pesce Con
Capperi E Olive, another time-honored combination. Pizza
would wait for another day, even though the menu has an
array of mouthwatering options.
Dessert? Yes, please! We are devotees of Tiramisu, and Zia
Amelia does it soooo well. Then just time for an espresso
before heading contentedly home.
Beverages: Beer and wine, soft options.
Worth knowing: Take-away and delivery are available.
12:30 pm to 11 pm. (Subject to change according to
Covid- 19 restrictions). Check at time of booking.
Downtown, El Gouna
Phone: 0122 527 1526 - Ext.34004
ziaameliaelgouna
ziaamelia_elgouna

Restaurant Review

Makani Beach Club
Great Beach Munching in El Gouna

Sun, sand, wind and sea sounds like a perfect combination to
us. All the ingredients for a perfect summer day. Throw some
excellent food into the mix and you would have us won over.
So, next time you have worked up a ravenous appetite, head
across to Makani Beach Club for some interesting bites.

Type of Cuisine: International. Some good vegetarian and
vegan options as well.
What you will find: A browse through the menu will
tempt you with a host of time-honored favorites, as well
as some innovative items. Summer weather calls for salads
for us, and a Beetroot Chèvre salad, with a mix of crumbled
goat cheese, beetroot, quinoa, sour apple and balsamic
vinaigrette would suit us down to the ground for a starter.
Then on to the wraps, just made for beachside eating. What
could beat a Chicken Pane wrap, the chicken teamed up
with grilled cheese, onions and peppers in a fresh tortilla?
Or a Halloumi Burger with homemade mango chutney?

We have friends who would jump at the Vegan Curry,
with vegetables, chickpeas and coconut milk, served with
steamed rice, while some of us tucked into Chili Con Carne,
with nachos, of course!
The pasta dishes also appeal, classics again, like Penne
Alfredo with chicken and mushrooms, a hearty Spaghetti
Bolognese, or an indulgent Smoked Salmon pasta. It’s
good to know that gluten-free versions are available as
well.
Heading in another direction, we might choose to stoke up
our vitamin levels with some of the yummy Bowls of Power.
Loads of fresh fruit and berries, topped with homemade
granola and coconut milk, which should boost our energy
levels a bit. Of course,
we would check out
the desserts, with
Apple Crumble Cake
high on our list.
Worth knowing:
Pop in early to try
the super-healthy
breakfast options.
Kids have their very
own Mini Makani
menu to choose from
as well.
Beverages: Beer,
wine, cocktails,
smoothies, juices, milkshakes and other soft options.
9 am to sunset
Makani Beach- North Beaches, El Gouna
0122 737 5335
makanibeachclub
makani_beachclub

Crave

Hot Weather Calls for
Light Choices

Chicken
Dukkah Salad

Chicken Preparation
Ingredients

• Dried thyme

• 500g chicken breast

• Salt

• 2 cloves garlic

• White pepper

• Lemon

• Dukkah

• Olive oil
Preparation
Combine all marinade ingredients, garlic, lemon,
olive oil, dried thyme, salt and pepper, in a small
bowl or a freezer bag
Add chicken and marinate at least 1 hour or up to 6
hours
Toss marinated chicken in dukkah until fully coated
Grill, bake or broil as desired and then cut into cubes

Salad Preparation
Ingredients

• Cooked fereek

• Mixed greens

• Fresh mushroom

• 2 eggplants, cut into
cubes

• Raisins
• Tahini

Preparation
Cut the greens as desired
Spray the eggplants with oil and roast in the oven or
in the air fryer
Cut the cleaned fresh mushrooms into quarters
Prepare the dressing using lemon, herbs and
balsamic vinegar and salt to taste
Prepare a tahini paste as desired or get a readymade
one
Mix all ingredients together (chicken, fereek, greens,
eggplants, mushroom and raisins) with the dressing
and drizzle it with the tahini paste
Add to it sliced bread, oven toasted  
Et voila! Enjoy healthy indulgences

Wellbeing Schedules

Compound El Nada Mall Sheikh Zayed
0120 311 1101
3sixty Pilates Studio
3sixtypilates

75 Abdel Moneim Riad St.
Motamayez District, 6th of October
0100 772 7282
Lotus Yoga & Wellness
Lotus.eg

Rivulet Mall, building “B”,
1st floor, Sheikh Zayed City
0120 102 1017
The Science Gym
thesciencegym

97, Al Shabab St., in front of
Zayed Club, Zayed City, Giza.
0111 193 2718 - 011 4796 1028
K&A Art Center
kaartcenter

Beverly Hills Mall 1, shop 4
0102 772 0204
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

Dandy Mega Mall, Kilo 28
Alexandria Desert Rd, second floor
0100 001 7146
WorldGymDandyMall
worldgymdandymall

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

1 Mousa Galal square,
Mohandsein, Off Hijaz street
0121 003 7778
Cairo Contemporary Dance
Center مركز الرقص املعارص
ccdc.dance

24, Gezira El Wosta Street, 1st
floor, apt. 5
0102 311 1731
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

First Mall, Four Seasons
0114 033 3390
Fibers Club
fibersclub

Degla Maadi, Street 209
0155 247 9747
aerialgraceegypt
aerialgrace.eg

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

Zahraa Maadi St., Rihana
Residence, Maadi
0101 222 2986
Fibers Club
fibersclub

Rehab - Gate 6, City Square
0112 804 4440
Fibers Club
fibersclub

New Cairo - Garden City Sheikh Zayed
0106 551 7134
Pole Fit Egypt
polefitegypt

Royal Maxim Palace Kempinski
Cairo - New Cairo
0121 108 1158
IDEA.egypt
idea_health

No.4 El Nady St, Maadi
0101 773 3770
osanafamilywellness
osanafamilywellness

25 Oraby St., Maadi
0101 111 1605
Placedesartsegypt

Katameya Residences Platinum Club (inside Spinaway Studio)
0102 967 9611
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

13 Dr. Naguib Hashad - off
AbdelHamid Badawy - Heliopolis
0100 825 5623
vividyogastudio
vividyogastudio
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By Tati Hafez

Boho Tents – Creating childhood
memories
Boho Tents’ teepees will have the
little ones longing to go camping
outside in the garden, or pretend
they’re on a camping adventure
with their teepees pitched indoors.
The tents are personalized and
customized based on the available themes and patterns.
Clients can mix and match the colors and patterns in the
themes of unicorns, space, leaves and the circus. Boho Tents
aims to stimulate kids’ imaginations with an entertaining
and comfortable activity.
Delivers all over Egypt
0100 179 8277
@boho_tents
Butcher House – New branch
Top quality, locally bred meat
straight from the farm to our tables.
Butcher House guarantees the
freshness and quality of its meat
served by a world-class staff with the
highest levels of training in hygiene,
preparation and storage. Butcher
House offers local beef, veal, lamb and poultry and a wide
selection of cuts, prime steaks, roasts and custom prepared
meat to the client’s specification. Planning your next
barbecue, whether in Cairo, Sokhna or the North Coast, you
can find Butcher House products at Dreams Sokhna, Stella
Walk and the latest addition this summer, Swan Lake, North
Coast.
Street 264, Maadi
0102 012 2012
@butcherhouseeg
Dark Solution Espresso lab
Blueish neon letters
that read “Always
Brewing ‘’ light up the
all-black, sleek interior
of Dark Solution,
Maadi’s latest addition to the coffee scene. This espresso
lab is a true boutique for connoisseurs and lovers of coffee.
Offering a range of coffee specialties and an exclusive blend
of 60/40%, made by mixing Brazilian and Colombian beans,
resulting in pleasant orange and milk chocolate flavor
notes. You can sit and enjoy your coffee along with one of
the baked goodies, or if you are on-the-go, grab a bottled
Cold Brew or Iced Spanish Latte.
18, Street 218, Maadi (across QNB Bank)
8 am to 9 pm
0 128 655 5968
@darksolutioncoffee
www.darksolutioncoffee.com
GLOW launches Detox
Packages in Collaboration with
Granville St.
Our favorite juices and smoothies
brand GLOW is launching an
exclusive detox program in
collaboration with Granville
St. to get us lighter, healthier
and more energetic. This is a special detox program with
yummy cookies as rewards. The detox programs come in 2
different options, 3 or 5 days. The menu combines Glow’s
meal replacement blends for breakfast, handfuls of nuts
and seeds for a mid-morning snack, followed by nutritious
salads and juice, finishing off with Granville St. gluten-free
cookies. The menu is well balanced, and based on clean
eating, sustainability, nourishment, freshness and quality.
You will also receive a special gift with your 5-day detox.
Check Glow’s media platforms for more information and for
inquiries.
0100 0018644
@getyourglow.me
www.getyourglow.me

AFKARNA Gallery is a boutique design house that has been
working together with architects, interior designers and
clients since 2012, providing handmade furniture, lighting
and unique home accessories.
Services encompass interior design, furniture design &
production and turnkey projects.

Arkan Plaza
0111 709 9456
AFKARNA gallery
afkarnagallery

It is no coincidence that Amarous translates to rainbow in
Nubian; its mission is to spread joy through creative and
authentic Egyptian-Boho homeware. Constant innovation
in the materials used to create the tableware products
offers customers unique artisanal pieces that will surely be
conversation starters. All products are made by Egyptian
hands to help boost local communities.

Arkan Plaza
amarousstore

Whether you wish to purchase in easy installment plans,
upgrade your iPhone, get accessories for any Apple
product, attend a workshop or request one-on-one training
from one of the experienced Sales Team, Tradeline will
provide with what you need in a friendly environment,
conveniently located near you.

A wide variety of mouthwatering appetizers awaits you at
Butcher’s Burger! The softest buns, the most delicious Mac n
Cheese in town, and the famous Wings, which complement
the wide variety of sandwiches extremely well, all things
that shouldn’t be missed at Butcher’s Burger. Butcher’s
Burger’s thick, juicy and cooked-to-perfection beef patties
simply melt in the mouth, making for a true foodie’s
ultimate indulgent experience.

Arkan Plaza
ButchersBurgerEgypt
butchersburger

Chicken & Ribs has taken a very popular cuisine; Southern
Comfort Food and made it its own. With a wide variety of
delicious dishes on the menu, a great casual ambience,
good vibes and fantastic service, Chicken & Ribs never
disappoints! Don’t forget to try the unmatched and
unparalleled signature Roasted Chicken, Slow-cooked Ribs
and Chicken & Waffles.

Arkan Plaza
ChickenAndRibsEgypt
chicken_n_ribs

Mistiqa... Where happiness is homemade. Mistiqa’s magical
grill and heavenly mezza will never fail to please. Mistiqa is
the choice for a fresh mood and good food.

W h at ’ s
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Easel and Camera is a contemporary art gallery founded
in 2008. Currently located at Dreamland Golf Club in
Hilton Pyramids Golf Hotel, Egypt, its vision is dedicated
to promoting aspiring, emerging and internationally
established artists. Its mission is to promote the
appreciation of visual arts by presenting high-quality,
diverse and changing exhibitions of contemporary
practices to nurture a love of art.

Dreamland Golf Club, inside Hilton Pyramids Golf, El
Wahat Road. 6th of October, Egypt.
New Marina shop Mb14.05 El Gouna, Hurghada.
0 109 126 7165
@easelandcamera
@easel_and_camera
easelandcamera.com

AKLETNA

Recently opened Akletna restaurant is located in Beverly
Hills and offers quality home-made food with special
ingredients at a very reasonable price. There is an opening
discount of 15%.

B7 Four Mix Mall Beverly Hills - Sheikh Zayed, Cairo
015 594 11 666 - 015 559 31 888
akletna.egyy

